This autism-thing: It's difficult and weird sometimes; there's no known cure. Treatment is controversial and tremendously expensive. It manifests itself in cognitive and social delays, strange behavior, and communication problems. But - it is not tragic and it is never ugly.

This album is a tribute to our boys: Dan's son, David (Asperger's Syndrome) and our son, Julian (Autism). It is a joy to love them. Nothing in this world compares to the embrace of a person with autism.

This is our third compilation to benefit kids on the autism spectrum: A COOL CAT IN A DOG'S WORLD 2003 and A HOT CAT IN A DOG'S WORLD 2004. Each album has been produced through the generous musical and artistic contributions from many local and national artists and underwritten by our faithful corporate sponsors.
HOPEFUL cat

Never give in to my will.
But believe in me as a fellow human being.
Take time for me, be kind to me,
Encrypt your compassion to me,
And we will both gain.
Your love will find your way to yours,
For together we will be challenged to confront life
With a strength of character
And determination of spirit.
You will find new meaning to your
World as I challenge you
To teach me it is worth entering.

Your mission will not be an easy one.
The rewards along the way will be small and few,
But together we shall walk hand in hand
Facing your world with delight.
Your life will be enriched because you
Have touched mine.
I promise you.

DAVID SCHEERINGA with sister: DANIELLE
WITH BROTHER: LELAND

JULIAN NELSON

SHE'S AS I WANTED HER TO BE
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music to benefit kids with autism

Our artists and sponsors have made it possible for us to give this CD away in an effort to get this in the hands of sensitive, caring people like you.

It is our hope that you and others like you, after listening, would be inclined to give to help these kids. Won’t you help? Please send your tax deductible contributions to:

HELPING HANDS MINISTRIES
PO BOX 337
TALLULAH FALLS, GEORGIA 30573
(706)-754-6984
WEBSITE: www.hhmain.org

PRODUCER: dave nelson
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER: dan scheerings
ENGINEER: jon gillogly
monastic chambers
PROMOTION/LEGAL: cathy serrano

GRAPHICS: alan nevencsawander
aneuenac@verizon.net

for julian
ERIC CLANCY

song for elizabeth
dream rodeo

our own half moon
david tooran

i choose the man that you are
rhythm house

please for a good night's rest
devon sproule

i don't know yet
bill morris and way out east

lunacy
amy lee moser

courage by the inch
einstein savage

roselyn
the ivory

presbyterians
jack pattson quintet

are you ok?
cathy serrano

unconfirmed sightings
thylacine

real

revolver

nurse

for julian
eric clancy